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LETTER
FROM THE
CEO
ComEd and its nearly 6,300 employees
are committed to powering the
Illinois economy by delivering reliable,
affordable, and clean electricity.
ComEd is one of the largest employers
in Illinois and partners with local
businesses and communities for
further economic impact. ComEd
and its people are proud of the role
that we play in providing a critical
infrastructure and our deeply-held
commitment to a strong community.

We are mission-driven. We are committed to Powering
Lives for our 3.9 million customers in Northern Illinois.
We work every day to positively impact job creation
and retention while building enduring partnerships
with our Illinois suppliers and communities. We
value collaboration with our state’s thought leaders,
capitalizing on fast-developing technologies to
create industry-leading programs in data analytics,
energy efficiency and infrastructure resiliency.
This report, based on modeling by the Illinois Regional
Economics Applications Laboratory of the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, highlights ComEd’s
contributions to the Illinois economy in 2016.
Since our founding, ComEd has participated in
building Illinois’ rich history of innovation, academic
excellence, entrepreneurship and leadership in
energy policy. We are looking forward to many more
years of progress and achievement for our state.
I am pleased to deliver this report to you and
highlight ComEd’s contributions to our economy
in 2016.
Thank you for your continued interest and shared
commitment to Illinois.
Anne R. Pramaggiore
President and CEO, ComEd
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COMED’S IMPACT ON THE
ILLINOIS ECONOMY

BY THE
NUMBERS

“By providing record-setting, consistent service, ComEd has helped
convince businesses that Illinois is the right place to invest and expand.”
– ANDRIA WINTERS, CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, INTERSECT ILLINOIS

Building on a century
of service to customers
in Illinois, ComEd has
grown to be one of
the largest energy
delivery companies
in the country. With
3.9 million customers
across Northern Illinois,
comprising 70 percent
of the state’s population,
ComEd has a broad
and deep impact on
the state’s economy.
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ComEd’s work has a major direct
impact on the state’s economy,
through wages and salaries paid to our
employees, purchases from Illinois
businesses, and state and local taxes.
Furthermore, this activity creates an
additional indirect economic impact
through a ripple effect, which includes
increased demand for goods and
services from local businesses and the
wages and salaries spent by employees
in their communities.
Beyond this, ComEd also powers
the Illinois economy by generating
savings and benefits for customers
through energy efficiency programs,
investments authorized by the 2011
Energy Infrastructure Modernization
Act (EIMA), along with community,
philanthropy and volunteerism. E

OUR IMPACT IN NUMBERS
2016 YEAR IN REVIEW

$1.56 - ················:················- $195
BILLION

MILLION

supply chain direct expenditures

ComEd’s energy
effciency program

Generated an additional $1.34 billion in Illinois goods
and services for a total economic impact of $2.9 billion

Stimulated matching consumer
investment of $391 million

Created 5,500 direct and 10,500 indirect jobs for a total
of 16,000 jobs with $1.11 billion in wages and salary

Resulted in $1.15 billion total economic impact,
2,500 direct jobs and 4,100 indirect jobs

Procured 42% of Illinois goods and
services from diverse businesses

$725

a
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r····················8~,ii1

MILLION

$584

MILLION

................. ;

salaries for ComEd’s
6,249 employees

expenditures and
investments under EIMA

Generated a total economic effect of
$2.66 billion in goods and services
and 18,200 direct and indirect jobs

Resulted in $560 million in reliability benefts for
consumers, due to reduced outage frequency
Generated an additional $654 million in goods and
services for a total economic impact of $1.4 billion
Created 1,700 direct jobs and 2,600
indirect jobs for a total of 4,300 jobs

~·· · · · · ·
•

$1.6

BILLION
state and local tax direct and
indirect total economic impact

a $5.8
MILLION

•

philanthropic donations

Generated $6.4 million in goods and services
Created a total impact of $12.2 million,
including 274 jobs, direct and indirect

* These numbers are not additive

IMPACT

SMART GRID
MODERNIZATION
AND THE ECONOMY

“Who doesn’t love smart technology? You can control everything in
your home, even when you’re out. Without smart technology, I’d be
paying a lot more for heat and air conditioning. Now, if I forget to
turn down the thermostat before going to work, I can adjust it on my
phone and save power for the next eight hours.”
– ANGELIQUE, A COMED CUSTOMER, (CHICAGO, IL)

In 2011, the Illinois General
Assembly passed the
Energy Infrastructure
Modernization Act
(EIMA) with the goal of
modernizing the state’s
energy infrastructure and
improving performance
for customers. In the years
since, ComEd has invested
heavily in our infrastructure,
including smart
switches, pole and cable
replacement, smart meters,
and other innovations.
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By reducing the frequency of
outages by 44 percent and the
duration of outages by 48 percent
compared to the five-year pre-EIMA
average, ComEd delivered $560
million in value from improved
reliability to our customers in
2016 alone and nearly $2 billion in
avoided outage benefit from
2012-2016.
As a result of Smart Grid
Modernization projects, ComEd
directly created 1,692 direct jobs
and indirectly created an additional
2,593 jobs, for a total of 4,285 jobs
in 2016.

ComEd has already installed nearly
3.5 million smart meters across
Northern Illinois, empowering
customers with digital tools and
programs for tracking energy use
and saving money. Smart meters have
produced $50 million in operational
savings from 2012– 2016.
ComEd has built two state-of-theart training centers in Rockford
(2013) and Chicago (2016), where
nearly 5,000 employees train
annually. Both centers have a Smart
Energy Hub, where students can
take field trips to learn about the
smart grid, energy efficiency, and
electricity safety.

@

“ComEd’s workforce development eforts in Rockford and surrounding
communities have been invaluable. The Rockford facility creates
opportunities for men, women, and students to be trained and ready
for careers in the utility industry.”
— NATHAN BRYANT, CEO OF THE ROCKFORD AREA ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL (RAEDC)
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IMPACT

OUR
WORKFORCE

At ComEd, we
understand that
our employees are
integral not only to our
business, but also to
the communities they
live in and the local and
state economies they
participate in.
ComEd employees support
local businesses, social services,
infrastructure investments, and
schools with every salary dollar they
spend, creating economic opportunity
for residents throughout Illinois.
SPENDING AND CREATING

Through salaries and wages, ComEd
has put significant capital into the
Illinois economy. Employee income,
spent in neighborhoods across Illinois,
produces demand for more goods and
services, thus growing salaries and
creating job opportunities.
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ComEd paid $583.9 million in
salaries to its 6,249 employees
in 2016.

community liaisons, IT experts,
economic developers, linemen,
dispatchers and more.

Each dollar paid to a ComEd
employee generates an
additional $0.75 of income in
the Illinois economy.

Illinois has the most educated
employees in the Midwest, with
more than 38 percent of the state’s
workforce holding a bachelor’s degree
or higher. Putting our local talent to
This generated a total income impact work, we take pride in hiring Illinoisof $1.022 billion, a total economic
educated employees.
impact of $2.66 billion, and 6,249
direct and 11,900 indirect jobs for a IN 2016, COMED:
total of 18,149 jobs.
Hired 95 graduates of Illinois
academic institutions into fullEMPLOYING FROM ILLINOIS
time positions, accounting for
INSTITUTIONS
44% of total hires.
Our workforce is our lifeblood,
making it essential to hire qualified,
local candidates from a variety of
backgrounds. We are made up of
engineers, communications specialists,
data analysts, human resource
managers, call center representatives,

Recruited and on-boarded 70 interns
from Illinois academic institutions.
Of ComEd’s 2016 new employees,
93% are Illinois residents.

OVER 50 ILLINOIS COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES ARE REPRESENTED IN
THE COMED WORKFORCE

,,

AUGUSTANA COLLEGE

MALCOLM X COLLEGE

AURORA UNIVERSITY

MCHENRY COUNTY COLLEGE

BENEDICTINE UNIVERSITY

MORAINE VALLEY COLLEGE

BRADLEY UNIVERSITY

MORRISON INSTITUTE
OF TECHNOLOGY

CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF LAKE COUNTY
COLLEGE OF DUPAGE
COLUMBIA COLLEGE
CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY
CHICAGO

'

COYNE COLLEGE

CONSTRUCT: WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
Together with 31 construction industry partners,
3 local utilities and 7 social service agencies, ComEd
launched Construct, a 9-week job training program
ofering information, guidance and skills to participants
to compete for entry-level jobs in the construction
and energy-related industries. To date, more than 300
students have participated, with 74 graduates in 2016
alone. Construct has a 98% graduation rate, placing
240 Illinois residents into careers since its launch.

NATIONAL-LOUIS UNIVERSITY
NORTH CENTRAL COLLEGE
NORTH PARK UNIVERSITY
NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY

DEPAUL UNIVERSITY

NORTHERN ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY

DEVRY UNIVERSITY

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

DOMINICAN UNIVERSITY

OAKTON COMMUNITY
COLLEGE

EASTERN ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY

'

MORTON COLLEGE

OLIVE HARVEY COLLEGE

ELGIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE

OLIVET NAZARENE COLLEGE

ELMHURST COLLEGE

PRAIRIE STATE COLLEGE

GEORGE WILLIAMS COLLEGE

RICHARD J DALEY COLLEGE

GOVERNORS STATE
UNIVERSITY

ROBERT MORRIS COLLEGE

HAROLD WASHINGTON
COLLEGE
HIGHLAND COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
ILLINOIS COLLEGE
ILLINOIS INSTITUTE
OF TECHNOLOGY
ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY
ILLINOIS VALLEY
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
ILLINOIS WESLEYAN
UNIVERSITY

ROCK VALLEY COLLEGE
ROCKFORD COLLEGE
ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITY
ROSEMONT COLLEGE
SAINT XAVIER UNIVERSITY
SAUK VALLEY COLLEGE
SOUTH SUBURBAN COLLEGE
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY
TRINITY UNIVERSITY
TRITON COLLEGE

ITT TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

TRUMAN COLLEGE

JOHN MARSHALL
LAW SCHOOL

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

JOLIET JUNIOR COLLEGE
JUDSON COLLEGE
KANKAKEE COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
KELLER GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF MANAGEMENT
KENNEDY-KING COLLEGE
KISHWAUKEE COLLEGE
LAKE FOREST COLLEGE
LEWIS UNIVERSITY
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY
OF CHICAGO

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
AT CHICAGO
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
AT SPRINGFIELD
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT
URBANA–CHAMPAIGN
WABASH VALLEY COLLEGE
WAUBONSEE COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
WESTERN ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY
WILLIAM HARPER COLLEGE
WRIGHT COLLEGE
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IMPACT

INVESTING IN ILLINOIS
BUSINESSES

“We work with ComEd on an ongoing basis to replace, repair, and
modernize manholes throughout the Chicagoland area as part
of their EIMA eforts. As a family-owned company with 50 years
of experience, we have been able to grow our business, hire more
employees, and strengthen our brand by working with ComEd”
– STEPHANIE HICKMAN, PRESIDENT AND CEO OF TRICE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

The suppliers and
vendors we work
with on a daily basis
are a refection of
the communities we
serve: they are local
and diverse. We are
proud to work with our
partners, as they shape
their communities
and the state by
creating economic
and employment
opportunities.
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GROWING LOCAL BUSINESSES

ComEd relies on businesses
throughout Illinois and across
many sectors to deliver electricity.
Our partnerships with these
companies generate economic
opportunities that help power the
Illinois economy.
2016 SCORECARD

$1.56 billion spent on Illinois
supply chain direct expenditures,
generating an additional indirect
$1.34 billion in Illinois goods and
services for a total economic impact
of $2.9 billion.
5,500 direct jobs and 10,500
indirect jobs are associated
with ComEd’s supply chain
expenditures, for a total of 16,000
jobs that involve a total of $1.11
billion in wages and salaries.

MULTIPLYING OUR IMPACT

With each dollar that ComEd puts
into its supply chain, additional
demand for local goods and services,
jobs, and salaries is generated.
An additional $0.90 is generated for
each dollar ComEd spends on supply
chain goods and services.
An additional $0.80 is generated for
each dollar ComEd spends on salaries
and wages.
An additional 1.9 jobs are created for
each job ComEd directly generates.

@
“From purchasing electrical switchgear from a local
manufacturer, to supporting a local smart meter
facility and safety equipment center, ComEd’s
economic impact is felt all across Chicagoland.
The company’s continued infrastructure
investments contribute greatly to the Chicagoland
region’s economic growth.”
— JEFF MALEHORN, PRESIDENT AND CEO,
WORLD BUSINESS CHICAGO

SUPPORTING DIVERSE
COMPANIES
ComEd is committed to diversity
and inclusion in our workforce and
throughout our vendor and supplier
partnerships. Diverse business
play a key role in ComEd’s overall
economic impact.
42 percent, or $654 million, of
ComEd’s Illinois supply chain spending
was with diverse Illinois vendors.
Approximately 2,400 employees
are associated with ComEd’s supply
chain spending on goods and
services with diverse businesses.

@
“Better, reliable power means a more productive,
modern city. We’re proud to have worked with
ComEd to improve the electric grid, and reduce the
frequency and length of power outages for families
and businesses.”
– ARTHUR ZAYAS MILLER, PRESIDENT AND CEO OF MZI GROUP

CO M E D
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IMPACT

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
PROGRAM

“With ComEd’s new smart meter, I’ve been able to get weekly usage
reports, which has been great, because I can see when I need to cut
electrical usage to save money. We’ve managed to save about ten
percent every week for a month now.”
–MARK, A COMED CUSTOMER, (ADDISON, IL)

As we deliver electricity
to our customers, we
promote strategies for
effcient energy use and
cost reduction, keeping
more money in their
pockets for the goods
and services they need.
By helping them save
energy and money, we
hope to build a better
future for customers
across Illinois.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS
ComEd has one of the largest energy
efficiency portfolios of any American
utility. The ComEd program has been
recognized as EPA Energy Star Partner
of the Year (2013 through 2016)
for its quality and cost-effectiveness.
ComEd offers incentives to customers
to invest in energy efficiency appliances,
light bulbs, machinery, and more.
REAL estimates that for each dollar
ComEd spends on these programs,
our customers invest an additional
$2 dollars in energy efficiency.
In 2016, our customers generated an
additional $391M spend to ComEd’s
$195M investment in energy efficiency
programs for a total direct spend
associated with ComEd of $586
million. This investment generated
an additional indirect $567.6 million
in goods and services throughout
Illinois, for a total of $1.15 billion
due to energy efficiency programming
and incentives. This spending directly
creates approximately 2,500 jobs
and 4,100 indirect jobs, for a total of
6,600 jobs.

CONSUMER SAVINGS

When we help our customers save
money on their electricity bills, they have
more money to spend on other goods
and services, creating economic benefits
for themselves and their communities.
2016 FACTS:

ComEd customer total energy bill
savings are estimated to be $128
million in 2016, generating an
additional $108.7 million in
indirect goods and services, for a total
economic impact of $236.7 million.
ComEd customer energy savings
had a direct impact of 1,500 jobs
and generated an additional
900 indirect jobs, for a total
employment impact of 2,300 jobs.
1,000 more jobs are generated
throughout the Illinois economy
from the consumer redeployment
of energy bill savings than would
have resulted from paying more for
electricity.

CO M E D
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IMPACT

TAXES

As a local company, we are deeply committed to
the people of Illinois: they are our customers, our
employees, our vendors, and our partners. We are
proud that our tax dollars go to support local and
state government services for the people of Illinois.
ComEd’s estimated 2016 total contribution to state and local tax revenues in
Illinois, including direct and indirect dollars, totals over $1.6 billion.
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$1.6 BILLION
ECONOMIC IMPACT FROM
STATE AND LOCAL TAXES

$411.5 MILLION

........ - - - -

Property Taxes

- ···1

.
.
.
.
$775 MILLION

••• •
i

....... •

- - - -

Franchise and Electric
Utility Taxes

$50.5 MILLION

···· _
__
Taxes On Production

......

- · · ::. . Ct) _ _ __

$332.8 MILLION
State Sales Taxes

$2.9 MILLION
StateUnemployment
Insurance Premiums

8 ····· •·

~ .......... ~ ------$43.4 MILLION
Personal Taxes

...... .

IMPACT

MAKING A
DIFFERENCE

“As the largest non-government funder of health and human services,
United Way does what no single organization alone can do to address
the key issues people face around income, education, and health. In
2016, ComEd employees gave $1.3 million to United Way of Metropolitan
Chicago. ComEd fuels real change in Illinois communities.”
– WENDY DUBOE, UNITED WAY OF METROPOLITAN CHICAGO

As a company with over
100 years of history in
Northern Illinois, we have
a strong tradition
of community leadership
and investment.
Consistently engaging
in corporate citizenship,
we create impactful
connections with more
than 400 communities
we serve through
our volunteerism,
fnancial contributions,
environmental
stewardship and fnancial
assistance programs.
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Our philanthropic efforts as a company
make all of us proud to work at ComEd.
INVESTING IN OUR COMMUNITIES

In 2016, ComEd and its employees
contributed $5.8 million to philanthropic
organizations in the state, including
$1.3 million from our employees to
United Way. These donations indirectly
generated an additional $6.4 million, for
a total economic impact of $12.2 million.
The result of this impact also helped
support 273 jobs in Illinois communities.
Volunteered 22,000 hours.
#1 team at the Polar Plunge for
Special Olympics Chicago with 545
participants, raising $165,000.
$1.2 million donated to local charities
through employee-giving campaign.
Donated $57,000 on Giving Tuesday.

Project Onward: Chicago-area
artists with disabilities display their
art at Chicago Training Center, and
traveled to Springfield’s Capitol
Rotunda for a special exhibition.

ICE BOX DERBY:
The Icebox Derby is ComEd’s
initiative to empower young
women to explore opportunities
in science, technology,
engineering and math (STEM)
felds. This educational
competition challenges teen
girls across Chicagoland to work
in teams to transform recycled
refrigerators into electric and
solar-powered race cars. All
participants receive college
scholarships. The Icebox
Derby has been recognized
by International Association of
Business Communicators.

CO M E D
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APPENDIX
METHODOLOGY

ComEd engaged the Regional
Economics Applications Laboratory
(REAL) of the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign to analyze the
direct and indirect economic impact
in 2016 of our company’s employee
salaries and our purchase of goods
and services.
REAL used two types of modeling systems for this report:
Illinois Regional Econometric Input-output Model (IREIM)
and IMPLAN. IREIM combines the cross-sectional structure
of an economy whereby firms buy and sell from each other,
hire labor, and pay wages and salaries with which consumer
expenditures are made. The tax analysis was conducted using
IMPLAN 1. Inputs generated by IREIM are entered into
the IMPLAN model to estimate a variety of state and local
government taxes.
The economic impact was estimated using data provided by
ComEd to REAL. The data used is the same that ComEd
provides to utility and other regulatory agencies. That
data was applied through an IMPLAN input-output model
that was customized for this project. IMPLAN represents
an industry standard approach for undertaking economic
impact studies and is commonly used to estimate the
economic impacts generated by projects, companies, and
industries.

1 IMPLAN is a proprietary suite of
models originally developed by the
U.S. Forest Service and subsequently
expanded and further developed by a
private company now headquartered in
Huntersville, North Carolina. The system
of models has been in widespread use for
several decades.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT REAL AND ITS
METHODOLOGY IS AVAILABLE AT: www.real.illinois.edu/
20
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KEY TERMS & CONCEPTS
This report looks at three economic effects that together make up the total
economic impact of our spending and employment in metropolitan Chicago, the
Northern Illinois region, and the state of Illinois.
THEY ARE DEFINED AS:

1

2

3

DIRECT IMPACT

INDIRECT IMPACT

TOTAL ECONOMIC IMPACT

The economic activity directly
associated with ComEd’s operations.
This includes revenue generated by
ComEd, the people directly employed
by ComEd, and the wages and salaries
paid directly to those employees.

There are two types of indirect
impacts: an industry-to-industry effect,
generated in sectors that supply goods
and services to ComEd, and an effect
generated by employee spending wages
and salaries.

The sum of the direct and
indirect impacts.

The report will not distinguish between
the two types of effects when discussing
indirect impact.

RIPPLE/MULTIPLIER EFFECT

A ratio that shows the additional
impact generated as a result of a
direct expenditure.

ComEd’s direct, indirect, and total impacts are measured in the following ways:

EMPLOYMENT

The number of jobs supported

INCOME

Wages and salaries
paid to workers

GOODS AND SERVICES

The market value of goods and
services provided, reflected as
revenue or sales by businesses

CO M E D
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND MODELS USED
LINKAGES

A regional economy such as Illinois’ has several important
features. First, sectors in an economy are linked – some
directly, others indirectly. For example, a sector producing
automobile parts that are shipped to the final assembly line
would represent a direct linkage between two sectors. The
automobile component supplier purchases some fabricated
metals products from another supplier; this too represents a
direct linkage. However, the fabricated metals producer has
an indirect linkage to the automobile assembly producer.
Although not directly dependent on automobile production,
the fabricated metal producer is indirectly dependent on
the production levels of the assembler. Hence, while many
sectors of the economy are linked directly, many are linked
indirectly. No one is independent in the economic system.
RIPPLE OR MULTIPLIER EFFECTS

In the automobile example, if production increases the
assembler will require more components, generating a direct
effect. In turn, the component supplier will purchase more
fabricated metal products, the fabricated metal producer
will buy more steel, and the steel producer will buy more
iron ore or scrap and so forth. Thus, there are multiple
levels of the ripple effect – a direct change in one sector
leads to expansion in other sectors of the economy. These
sector-to-sector effects are referred to as indirect effects.
Firms not only purchase components and materials from
other sectors, they also pay wages and salaries to their
employees. These employees will generate their own ripple
effect when they spend or save their money. For example,
an assembly line worker may use the extra income earned
from overtime worked to meet the additional demand
in the example, to take the family to dinner. Part of this
expenditure becomes income to the waiter who spends
some of this income at the dry cleaners and the owners of
the dry cleaning business to buy lumber to renovate their
house then use part of that expenditure. Employees in
the lumberyard to enjoy an evening at the cinema will use
a portion of the lumber expenditure – and so the process
continues until the impact diminishes to zero. This part of
the ripple effect is referred to as induced income impacts.
22
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There are two types of indirect effects then. One is
generated by industry-to-industry purchases and sales
and employee spending from wages and salaries generates
the other. The summation of the economic impacts of
ComEd activities is shown in the tables contained in this
report as direct, indirect and total impacts. The tables
also show the ripple or multiplier effect in terms of a ratio.
For example, an employment multiplier of 1.5 for every
direct job yields an additional 0.5 jobs generated through
a combination of the indirect and induced impacts.
MODELS USED

In this report, two modeling systems are used, a regional
economic modeling set and a tax model. The majority of
the analysis is conducted with a proprietary model of the
Illinois economy developed by the Regional Economics
Applications Laboratory. IREIM (Illinois Regional
Econometric Input-output Model) combines the crosssectional structure of an economy whereby firms buy and
sell from each other, hire labor, pay wages and salaries with
which consumer expenditures are made. A time-series
perspective provided by an econometric analysis, IREIM
has companion modules for Chicago and several other
Midwest states that were initially developed in the early
1990s and that have been updated and expanded on many
occasions since, with the most recent re-calibration carried
out two-years ago. The models have been widely used for
impact analysis and forecasting. The Chicago model, for
example, was used to make the Go-to-2040 Forecasts
for the Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning.
The tax analysis was conducted using IMPLAN 2.
Inputs generated by IREIM are entered in this model to
estimate a variety of state and local government taxes.
The impact analysis for 2016 was conducted on the Illinois
economy as a whole since ComEd’s economic impact is
not confined solely to its northern Illinois service territory.
The results from the model produces results for 45
specific Illinois economic sectors that are then aggregated
into 9 combined sectors for simplicity of presentation in
this report. The Illinois Econometric Input-Output Model
(IREIM) has been in use for almost three decades during

which time it has been significantly modified and updated.
At its heart is an input-output system that captures the
sales and purchases relationships among industries; this is
then embedded in an econometric formulation that enables
forecasts to be made (currently through 2040). This model
and a companion one for the Chicago metropolitan region
have been used to conduct over 200 impact analyses for a
variety of federal, state and local government agencies as well
as private-sector and non-profit organizations. The forecasts
provided from the Chicago model were used as reference
forecasts by CMAP in their Go-to-2040 planning exercise.
The consumer value associated with reductions in the
frequency and duration of outages since the implementation
of the 2011 Illinois Energy Infrastructure Modernization
Act (EIMA) was estimated using the Interruption Cost per
Event (ICE) calculator in cooperation with ComEd staff.
THE VOLL AND ICE APPROACHES TO
MEASUREMENT OF RELIABILITY

Measuring the economic value of electricity reliability
is a complex undertaking that requires an acceptance
of imprecision and varying values depending on both
the methods employed and the characteristics of the
geographic area that is the subject of the analysis.
There is an extensive literature on reliability value. This
report explored two methodologies, Value of Lost Load
(VOLL) and Interruption Cost per Event (ICE), which
customarily used by ComEd. Because the value of 100
percent reliability cannot be directly observed, both methods
are inferential in that they seek to measure the economic
loss associated with a failure to achieve 100 percent
reliability. These two methods allow for measurements
of avoided economic losses due to an improvement in
reliability between one period of time and another.

estimates the economic loss in a specific geographic
area based on a variety of data collections methods. Direct
approaches include surveys to ascertain customer estimates
of losses from hypothetical of actual outages or the prices
customers are willing to pay to avoid outages. Indirect
approaches may involve the use of macro-economic data
as well as inferences drawn from the costs customers have
incurred to ensure reliability. However, since there was not
a pre-existing ComEd area VOLL estimate, estimates using
this methodology rely on the most relevant VOLL estimates
from various studies for the Midwest region. The resulting
VOLL estimates for ComEd customers in this report are
not refined to reflect time of day or seasonality of outages.

VOLL

ICE, used by ComEd for its own reliability analytics, was

developed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of
Energy’s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. ICE is
a metadata approach that makes use of a large number of
VOLL estimates from various studies around the country.
ComEd makes further refinements based on specific
northern Illinois conditions. Further, it is possible to use
this methodology to compare pre- and post EIMA periods
of analysis and the primary focus of the presentation in
section 2 relies on estimates using the ICE tool.

IMPLAN is a proprietary suite of models
originally developed by the US Forest
Service and subsequently expanded and
further developed by a private company
now headquartered in Huntersville, North
Carolina; the system of models has been
in widespread use for several decades.
2
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